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Abstract

What will happen to ecosystems if species continue to go extinct at the high rates seen today? Although ecosystems are often threatened by a myriad of physical or chemical stressors, recent evidence has suggested that the loss of species may have impacts on the functions and services of ecosystems that equal or exceed other major environmental disturbances. The underlying causes that link species diversity to ecosystem functioning include species niche complementarity, facilitative interactions, or selection effects, which cause process rates to be enhanced in more diverse communities. Interference competition, antagonistic interactions, or negative selection effects may otherwise reduce the efficiency or resource processing in diverse communities. While several of these mechanisms have been investigated in controlled experiments, there is an urgent need to understand how species diversity affects ecosystem functioning in nature, where variability of both biotic and abiotic factors is usually high. Species functional traits provide an important conceptual link between the effects of disturbances on community composition and diversity, and their ultimate outcomes for ecosystem functioning. Within this framework, I investigated relationships between the decomposition of leaf litter, a fundamental ecosystem process in stream ecosystems, and the composition and diversity of functional traits within the detritivore feeding guild. These include traits related to species habitat and resource preferences, phenology, and size. I focused on disentangling the biotic and abiotic drivers, including functional diversity, regulating ecosystem functioning in streams in a series of field experiments that captured real-world environmental gradients. Leaf decomposition rates were assessed using litter-bags of 0.5 and 10 mm opening size which allow the quantification of microbial and invertebrate + microbial contributions, respectively, to litter decomposition. I also used PVC chambers where leaf litter and a fixed number of invertebrate detritivores were enclosed in the field for a set time-period. The chemical characterisation of stream detritivores and leaf litter, by means of their nitrogen, phosphorus, and carbon concentration, was used to investigate how stoichiometric imbalance between detritivores and leaf litter may affect consumer growth and resource consumption. I found that the diversity and composition of functional traits within the stream detritivore feeding guild sometimes had effects on ecosystem functioning as strong as those of other major biotic factors (e.g. detritivore density and biomass), and abiotic factors (e.g. habitat complexity and agricultural stressors). However, the occurrence of diversity-functioning relationships was patchy in space and time, highlighting ongoing challenges in predicting the role of diversity a priori. The stoichiometric imbalance between consumers and resource was also identified as an important driver of functioning, affecting consumer growth rates, but not leaf decomposition rates. Overall, these results shed light on the understanding of species functional diversity effect on ecosystems, and indicate that the shifts in the functional diversity and composition of consumer guilds can have important outcomes for the functioning of stream ecosystems.

Key-words: detrital food web, functional diversity, stoichiometry, nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations, recalcitrant carbon, spatial and temporal species distribution, pools and riffles, isotopes, leaf decomposition rates, land use, restoration, habitat complexity.
Preamble

The healthy functioning of ecosystems is fundamental to life on Earth and human civilization. From the cycling of nutrients to biomass production and plant pollination, ecosystems support us with the most fundamental biological and biochemical processes (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). Among all these, the decomposition of terrestrially-derived organic matter in running water habitats is particularly notable for its importance in carbon and nutrient cycles at local and landscape scales (Webster & Benfield 1986). The carbon and nutrients released from the leaf litter by micro-organisms and detritivores fuel the detrital foodweb (Graça 2001), which is the dominant resource pathway in most forested streams (Petersen & Cummins 1974; Webster & Benfield 1986), across the globe (Boyero et al. 2011).

Although fundamental to human water security and well being (Vörösmarty et al. 2010), streams are threatened worldwide by a multitude of human disturbances (Vitousek et al. 1997). Stressors associated with the excessive release of nutrients from urban sewers or farmlands (Hagen, Webster & Benfield 2011), alterations to riparian vegetation (Hladyz et al. 2011), and reduced habitat complexity following hydromorphological modification (Nilsson et al. 2005; Palmer, Menninger & Bernhardt 2010) compromise the environmental integrity of running waters. Historically, assessment of these impacts has focussed on the composition and diversity of biological assemblages (Karr 1991), but it is increasingly recognised that direct measures of ecosystem processes can be used as indices of functional integrity. Due to its central role in stream ecosystems, leaf litter decomposition has been proposed (Gessner & Chauvet 2002) and used (Pascoal, Cássio & Marvanová 2005; McKie, Petrin & Malmqvist 2006) as a reliable indicator of ecosystem integrity across a broad range of disturbances (Lepori, Palm & Malmqvist 2005a; Pascoal et al. 2005; McKie & Malmqvist 2009). However, the limited understanding of how different biotic and abiotic drivers regulate ecosystem processes such as litter decomposition often hinders environmental status classifications based on functional metrics, particularly when complex interactions between abiotic factors and the composition and diversity of biota drive non-monotonic relationships between environmental change and functional responses (Woodward et al. 2012).
The potential for abiotic stressors related to human disturbances to affect ecosystem functioning is widely appreciated (Ferreira, Gulis & Graça 2006; Woodward et al. 2012), but compelling evidence has recently suggested that ecosystem functioning is also altered, in some cases strongly, by species loss (Balvanera et al. 2006; Cardinale et al. 2006). What is more, the effects of species loss may even surpass those of other biotic and abiotic disturbances on ecosystem functioning in some cases (Hooper et al. 2012; Eisenhauer et al. 2013). Most evidence underlying these claims is derived from studies of plant production in terrestrial ecosystems, but it has been suggested that species loss also affects the processes involved with leaf decomposition in streams (Gessner et al. 2010; Lecerf & Kominoski 2010).

To date, most studies on species diversity effects on ecosystem functioning have utilised taxonomic measures of diversity. This approach, although valid, imposes limitations to the understanding of the mechanisms behind that relationship (Mouillot et al. 2013). In particular, there is an urgent need to understand how the role of species in ecosystem functioning relates to their functional traits, to facilitate a more predictive approach to forecasting the effects of changes in both species composition and diversity. In this thesis I aimed to assess the spatio-temporal variability of how species diversity influences functioning in stream ecosystems. I was particularly interested in disentangling the role of functional diversity from other biotic and abiotic factors potentially affecting ecosystem functioning.
Introduction

*Ecosystem functioning and functional diversity*

Ecosystem functioning encompasses the processes and properties of a given ecosystem. Properties are the components that allow for the stability of an ecosystem, such as resistance to invasion, resilience to perturbation, and persistence through time (Loreau, Naeem & Inchausti 2002). Ecosystem processes regulate transformation of energy and nutrients in space and time, and include the biomass production of primary producers, the biomass accumulation of consumers (secondary production), rates of nutrient cycling, and rates of resource consumption and biomass depletion, including the decomposition of biological detritus. Variability in these processes can typically be explained by abiotic (e.g. nutrients, temperature) and biotic (e.g. species composition, biomass) environmental controls. Additionally, the role of species diversity in affecting these functions has recently been suggested to be at least as important as these other factors (Hooper *et al.* 2012; Tilman, Reich & Isbell 2012; Eisenhauer *et al.* 2013).

If two similar systems are composed of equal organismal density and biomass, a higher diversity of primary producers can positively affect biomass production (Spehn *et al.* 2005) and variation in consumer diversity may positively alter consumption rates (Srivastava *et al.* 2009). Positive effects of diversity on ecosystem functioning can be attributed to one or more underlying classes of mechanisms. First, trait complementarity (Loreau & Hector 2001), e.g. when species share a similar diet but make use of the resource in different ways, is hypothesised to positively affect ecosystem functioning (Polley, Wilsey & Derner 2003; Jousset *et al.* 2011). Another type of complementarity takes the form of facilitative interactions (Cardinale, Palmer & Collins 2002), where the presence of one species facilitates and enhances the effects of a second species (Tiunov & Scheu 2005). Finally, selection effects (Loreau & Hector 2001) are in play when observed diversity effects are largely explained by the dominance of particular species that drive increased processing rates in multispecies assemblages (Polley *et al.* 2003). In addition to positive effects, negative diversity effects may also occur when interference competition or antagonistic interactions...
increase in intensity with increasing richness, reducing the efficiency of resource processing, biomass production or similar processes (Hargrave, Hambright & Weider 2011; Jousset et al. 2011), or in cases where the dominant species in multispecies assemblages is an inefficient consumer of resources or producer of biomass (a negative selection effect).

The relationship between diversity and ecosystem functioning has mostly been explored through the use of taxonomic measures of diversity. Although species taxonomic units can often be easily characterized, the use of species functional characteristics is more appropriate for developing a more mechanistic understanding of diversity–functioning relationships (Mason et al. 2005). Functional diversity refers to the distribution of a set of traits that directly influence habitat use and organismal performance. Such traits provide a more direct predictor of functioning than species identities, particularly given that taxonomic and functional diversity are not always linearly correlated (Laliberté & Legendre 2010).

A wide array of functional diversity measures have been developed, ranging from measurements of functional dissimilarity (Walker, Kinzig & Langridge 1999), to functional richness (Petchey & Gaston 2002) and evenness (Mason et al. 2005), among others (Schleuter et al. 2010). Indices which characterise variability in trait distribution and trait identity may offer the best prospects for understanding the interplay between biodiversity, species identity and functioning (Mouillot et al. 2013). Since a set of functional traits may be shared by several different species, measures of functional distribution have to weigh those traits by the abundance of all species sharing it (Fig. 1). This is successfully done by Rao’s quadratic entropy (Botta-Dukát 2005) and by the ‘functional dispersion’ index (Laliberté & Legendre 2010), as both indices calculate functional dispersion by controlling the degree of ecological dissimilarity among the traits. Information on the distribution of functional traits can be complemented by an assessment of the identity of dominant traits. According to the mass-ratio hypothesis (Grime 1998), the most abundant traits within a community are the ones driving its ecosystem functioning more strongly, and this can be assessed using the Community-Weighted Mean Trait value (CWM; Fig. 1) (Grime 1998).
**Other biotic drivers of ecosystem functioning**

Apart from biodiversity, several other biotic variables can also have strong influences on ecosystem functioning, and influence diversity-functioning relationships. These include community density and biomass. Antagonistic interactions may increase at high densities, due to negative density-dependent competition for resources (McKie *et al.* 2008; Klemmer *et al.* 2012), which reduces per capita resource use efficiency (Amundsen, Knudsen & Klemetsen 2007). Alternatively, higher densities may also favour resource processing if increased species encounter rates favour greater facilitative interactions (Jonsson & Malmqvist 2003). Community biomass reflects the metabolic capacity of the system (Brown *et al.* 2004), which is related to the amount of energy needed for a given set of organisms to sustain itself. Consumer biomass is expected to positively affect consumption, but this also depends on the size of the individuals present. Smaller animals should consume more than larger animals relative to their biomass, due to the higher mass-specific metabolic rates of smaller organisms (Brown *et al.* 2004). However, the tight linkage between consumer biomass and consumption of their main target resource can be weakened by phenological shifts in consumer diets towards alternative resources (Frainer, McKie & Malmqvist 2013).

Finally, ecosystem processes related to resource consumption can be regulated by the degree of stoichiometric imbalance between consumers and their resources. Detritus-based food webs are characterised by a very high degree of chemical imbalance between consumers and their resource (Frost *et al.* 2006; Hladyz *et al.* 2009), as the typical detritivore diet consists of plant litter that is strongly deficient in nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P), and rich in recalcitrant carbon (C), such as lignin. As consumers normally require N, P, and C in specific rations (C:N, C:P, N:P), they must change feeding preferences or feeding rates to compensate for the limiting nutrients available. As a consequence, the stoichiometric imbalance between consumers and their resource may affect both consumer growth and consumption rates, two important drivers of ecosystem functioning (Frost *et al.* 2002).
Streams cover only 0.8% of the Earth’s surface, but deliver several fundamental ecosystem services to mankind (Vörösmarty et al. 2010) which are threatened by the multiple environmental pressures impacting these ecosystems (Malmqvist & Rundle 2002; Dudgeon et al. 2005). Among the major threats to streams, habitat simplification associated with hydromorphological modification (Muotka et al. 2002; Palmer et al. 2010), and alterations of water quality due to urban or agricultural land uses (Paul & Meyer 2001; Hladyz et al. 2010) are perhaps the most pervasive, threatening not only freshwater biodiversity and ecosystem functioning at local scales, but also landscape-scale carbon and nutrient cycles (Hering et al. 2013). For example, impaired function of stream catchments can result in increased delivery of nutrients and carbon to the oceans (Alexander, Smith & Schwarz 2000; Bianchi 2011), causing eutrophication and even hypoxia in coastal areas (Alexander et al. 2000).

Carbon and nutrient cycling in streams are largely controlled by aquatic invertebrate consumers (Covich, Palmer & Crowl 1999; Vanni 2002) that feed on organic particulate matter (gatherers and filterers), graze on periphyton (grazers), and/or consume dead organic matter (detritivores). Among these aquatic consumers, detritivores have a key role in the decomposition of leaf detritus (Graça 2001), which forms the basis of the detrital food web. As several detritivore species have potential to feed on alternative food sources (e.g., algae, seston, or even other invertebrates) (Wissinger et al. 2004; Layer, Hildrew & Woodward 2013), the relationships between the different detritivore species and ecosystem functioning are highly dependent on the functional traits present within the community (Statzner, Doledec & Hugueny 2004). The presence of different traits in turn depends on habitat and other environmental characteristics, and human disturbances.

My research focussed on the biotic and abiotic drivers, including diversity, influencing leaf decomposition in streams, with algal productivity additionally covered in one study. All my research was conducted in the field, exploiting existing environmental gradients, including gradients in functional diversity. This approach contrasts with most previous diversity-functioning research, which has relied on manipulative
approaches, from small-scale microcosm manipulations to larger scale field experiments (Wardle & Zackrisson 2005), and statistical/mathematical simulations (Morin et al. 2011). While powerful, these approaches inevitably miss a great deal of the variability in both environmental conditions and community structure that characterizes natural ecosystems. It is therefore necessary to directly test predictions from these studies in the field, to clarify the importance of species diversity for ecosystem functioning versus other abiotic variables, and under distinct ecological regimes (McKie et al. 2009; Cardinale 2011).

![Diagram of functional diversity and identity](image)

**Figure 1.** Hypothetical functional traits (a, b, c, d, etc) of detritivore species (I, II, and III) within an assemblage of consumers. (a) Niche complementarity may be related to functional dissimilarity, meaning that the most functionally dissimilar species are the ones more likely to complement each other’s function. In this thesis, functional dissimilarity was calculated as Functional Dispersion (FD), which further takes into account the relative abundance of each species to calculate how dispersed the functional trait are. (b) Functional identity was assessed as the Community-Weighted Mean trait value (CWM), which indicates the identity of the trait (or set of traits) with highest relative abundance in a sample. The relationship of (a) and/or (b) to ecosystem functioning indicates the main mechanisms by which functional diversity affects ecosystems.
Objectives

In this thesis, I aimed at assessing and quantifying the drivers of ecosystem functioning, with a particular emphasis on the role of biodiversity – characterised as functional diversity – relative to other important drivers. I also aimed at describing the mechanisms behind how species diversity affects ecosystem functioning, and when and where these species diversity effects occur in both natural and anthropogenically altered ecosystems.

To achieve these goals, I addressed the following core questions:

- What is the relative importance of functional diversity for ecosystem functioning (papers III and IV)? In particular, does it affect decomposition rates (papers I, III, IV, and V), leaf litter nutrient dynamics (paper I), and fungal biomass accumulation (paper I) to a similar, lesser or greater extent than other abiotic and biotic drivers?

- Does the relationship between detritivore functional diversity and leaf litter decomposition differ across seasons (papers III and IV) and habitats (papers III, IV, and V)?

- Which detritivore traits are more relevant for leaf litter decomposition rates (paper IV and V)?

- How do anthropogenic disturbances affect stream ecosystem functioning (papers IV and V)?

- Can the nutrient imbalance between leaf litter and detritivores explain variation in consumer growth and resource consumption (paper II)?
Methods

Study sites

This thesis consists entirely of field-based research, with around 50 different stream reaches sampled to compile the data analysed. Field sites for papers I and II were located in the German Black Forest and in the French Pyrenees, respectively, while field sites for papers III, IV, and V were located in northern Sweden. Streams were characterized according to their water nutrient concentrations (papers I, II, and IV and V), water flow velocity and discharge (papers III, IV, and V), and substrate type (all papers). I also measured water temperature (all papers), and pH and dissolved oxygen (paper I, III, and IV). In paper IV I further estimated the extent of riparian vegetation surrounding the stream reach.

The province of Västerbotten in northern Sweden was particularly scrutinized for streams that could help answering the different questions addressed here. Streams were chosen based largely on their surrounding land use type: natural standing forest or agricultural landscapes. In paper III, six well-forested streams with minimal human influence were chosen. Within each of these six streams, two adjacent habitats – pool and riffle – were assessed. In paper IV, five forested and five agricultural streams with variable levels of disturbance were assessed. In paper V restoration effects on ecosystem functioning were tested using 20 stream reaches that presented different levels of habitat complexity: channelized, channelized reaches restored with addition of boulders to the stream channel, and reaches restored with the addition of large boulders, tree trunks, and gravel beds.

Ecosystem functioning

In papers I, III, IV, and V, I used leaf litter enclosed in plastic meshes (the ‘litter-bags’; Fig. 2) to test whether invertebrates and microbes influenced organic matter decomposition. The litter-bags were constructed with one of two different mesh sizes: 10 (plastic mesh) and 0.5 mm (nylon mesh), hereafter referred to as coarse- and fine-mesh bags, respectively. The two sizes allowed for the assessment of the microbial (fine-mesh) and the microbial + invertebrates (coarse-mesh) mediated components of
decomposition. Leaf-litter was collected from the ground just after leaf abscission, and was air-dried for one or two weeks. In each litter-bag I enclosed 4 ± 0.1g of leaf litter. In paper II I used enclosures constructed from PVC pipes (27 cm long, 7 cm diameter), and covered with 0.33 mm mesh-size on both openings. These pipes were used to retain invertebrates and/or leaf litter according to the experimental design of paper II. In all experiments I aimed at retrieving the leaf litter at 50% decomposition stage, which allows the comparison of drivers of leaf decomposition without the possibly confounding effects related to decomposition stage.

After retrieval the leaf litter was sorted to species when applicable (paper I) and cleaned under tap water (all papers). In papers III and IV, leaf litter was further incinerated at 550°C for 3h to analyse the ash-free dry-mass, and thereby remove the confounding influences of fine sediments adhered to the leaves. Leaf litter decomposition rates were calculated using the negative exponential equation (Petersen & Cummins 1974): \( k = \ln(W_t/W_0)/t \), where \( t \) = exposure period of the experiment (in days or in degree-days), \( W_t \) = leaf litter dry mass at \( t \), and \( W_0 \) = leaf litter dry mass at time 0. In paper II and III I calculated the contribution of invertebrates alone by adding the lost fraction of biomass due to microbes alone to the remaining mass of the microbe + invertebrate decomposition, thereby modifying \( W_t \).

I measured algal growth in the streams to investigate how agriculture (paper IV) and habitat complexity (paper V) might be related to algae production. I used ceramic tiles (16 x 16 cm) tied to a plastic mesh at the stream bottom to allow algal growth. Using a field probe (the Benthotorch), the fluorescence of chlorophyll a at 8 points on each tile was quantified, which was then converted to estimates of diatom, green algae, and cyanobacteria biomass. These measurements were conducted 30 days after the tiles were first placed in the stream.
I also measured fine particulate organic matter (FPOM) transport and deposition in paper V. To measure FPOM transport I took 1L water samples from the top water layer at three different locations in each stream reach. FPOM deposition was estimated with the use of 20 x 20 cm astro turfs tied on a plastic mesh at the stream bottom, which were left in the stream for three days. Both transport and deposition samples were filtered over two sieves of 0.063 and 1 mm mesh size. Deposition samples were later burned for 3h at 550°C to estimate ash-free dry-mass.

Fungal biomass was analysed in papers I, III, and IV to evaluate the responses of fungal decomposers. From coarse (paper I) or fine-mesh bags (papers III and IV) five leaf discs of 11 mm diameter were cut from five randomly chosen leaves immediately after the litter-bags were retrieved from the field and brought to the laboratory. Fungal biomass was quantified as ergosterol biomass – a sterol present only in fungi cell membranes – following Gessner (2005a) (paper I) and Dahlman et al. (2002) (papers III and IV).

In papers I and II, leaf litter nutrients (N and P) and lignin concentration were analysed following Ebina et al. (1983) and Gessner (2005b), respectively. I analysed the difference in nutrient concentration from before and after each experiment to
determine if litter mixture (papers I and II) or the chemical characteristics of the consumers (paper II) were related to changes in nutrient concentration in the leaf. In both papers, initial leaf litter nutrient concentrations were analysed after immersing the air-dried leaf litter in water for 24h.

I measured invertebrate growth rates in paper II with the aid of image analysis. Invertebrates from each replicate were photographed both immediately prior to and after the experiment, before being preserved and later oven-dried at 60°C. Through differences in length, and based on allometric equations calculated on another set of invertebrates which were photographed and later oven-dried and weighed, I was able to determine the biomass gain of each set of invertebrates.

Measures of diversity

There are currently several possible measures of functional diversity available, which range from measurements of the ecological distance between two species (Walker et al. 1999), to the analyses of trait distribution in a multivariate trait space (Botta-Dukát 2005; Laliberté & Legendre 2010). In paper I, I tested for litter mixture effects by measuring the functional distance between pairs of leaf species. These distance measurements were based on three important chemical variables describing leaf litter, nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and lignin (Melillo, Aber & Muratore 1982; Taylor, Parkinson & Parsons 1989). Euclidean distances (Walker et al. 1999) and the dendrogram branch length (Petchey & Gaston 2002) separating every two species were used as measures of functional diversity.

In papers III, IV, and V I assessed the relative contribution of functional traits to a community of consumers while accounting for the dissimilarity among those traits (the ‘functional dispersion’). To characterise species, I used traits that described variation in habitat preferences, as well as phenologic characteristics and feeding potential. These traits were mostly assessed from the Freshwater Ecology Database (Schmidt-Kloiber & Hering 2011). Functional dispersion was calculated based on a distance matrix between the species, taking into account their functional traits (Fig. 1). A centroid was calculated based on this distance matrix and was weighted by species
relative abundances (Laliberté & Legendre 2010). In papers IV and V I further investigated the contribution of the most abundant set of traits in each community using the community-weighted mean trait values (CWM), related to the mass-ratio hypothesis (Grime 1998; Ricotta & Moretti 2011).

**Other biotic variables**

To estimate the role of functional diversity relative to other biotic variables related to ecosystem functioning, I also quantified the following metrics for the detritivores colonizing the litter bags: detritivore density (number of invertebrates per litter bag) (papers III, IV, and V), oven-dried mass (paper III), metabolic capacity (Brown et al. 2004) (papers IV and V), richness (papers III, IV and V), and evenness (Hurlbert 1971).

Stream leaf-eating detritivores are characterised by a high degree of dietary flexibility, with some species potentially grazing on algae (Layer et al. 2013) or even preying on other invertebrates (Wissinger et al. 2004) in addition to shredding leaves. Therefore, I analysed detritivore $^{13}$C and $^{15}$N isotope signal (paper IV) to assess the extent to which the diet of these species varied along an environmental gradient.

**Data analyses**

Among all the statistical approaches used in this thesis, the two most important were Mixed-Effect Model (MEM) analysis of variance, and Structural Equation Model (SEM) analysis. These two approaches are particularly useful for analyses of experiments conducted in the field, where multiple factors may be driving the response variable(s) simultaneously. MEMs were used to quantify the variation in a response variable that is attributable to variation in a set of predictors (fixed variables), taking into account the existence of random variation of error across a series of sampling units, as in a block design (random variables). MEMs were used in papers I, III, IV, and V, with the R (R Core Team 2012) package nlme (Pinheiro et al. 2012).
SEM allows the partitioning of variance among a set of predictor and response variables that may be related to each other via multiple causal pathways (Grace 2006). This method is a form of path analysis, which may be seen as a multivariate regression with multiple responses. By testing several variables that may affect each other simultaneously, it is possible to disentangle which correlations were most significant in explaining variation within a complex data set. With the use of a hypothetical-deductive framework established before model testing I could further suggest causation effects between the tested variables. SEMs were tested using the R package lavaan (Rosseel 2012) in papers III and IV.
Results and discussion

Potential diversity effects on ecosystem functioning cover a broad spectrum, ranging from increased biomass of primary producers (Loreau & Hector 2001; Spehn et al. 2005), to consumers (Duffy 2002; Polley et al. 2003) and decomposition of organic matter (Gessner et al. 2010). In this thesis I studied functional diversity at the resource and consumer levels, but whereas I found substantial evidence for consumer diversity effects, I found no evidence for resource diversity effects on litter decomposition. Consumers were mostly characterized by the aquatic invertebrate detritivores caddisflies (Insecta, Trichoptera) and stoneflies (Insecta, Plecoptera).

What is the relative importance of functional diversity for ecosystem functioning?

Several mechanisms may be hypothesised to explain positive litter diversity effects (Schindler & Gessner 2009). First, nutrient complementarity between two distinct leaf species could positively affect fungal activity, or invertebrate feeding rates, assuming that consumption of leaf litter would be otherwise reduced due to nutrient limitation in either leaf litter. Second, positive diversity effects mediated by invertebrate feeding could also be dependent on the capacity of fungi to extract nutrients from the nutrient rich species and transfer it to the nutrient poor species. Finally, physical leaching from one leaf type to another should transfer relatively abundant nutrients from the nutrient rich leaf to the nutrient poor leaf. This mechanism, if at play, could also have reversed results: leaf secondary compounds, such as phenolics, could also be physically transported to the other species negatively affecting its quality.

Despite the potential for the above mechanisms to occur, there was no evidence for resource diversity effects, as indicated by the absence of leaf litter mixture effects on either microbial or microbial + invertebrate mediated decomposition rates in paper I. Dynamics of N and P were also constant within each litter species, regardless of the nutrient dissimilarity with the co-occurring species (paper I). Also, there was no relationship between fungal biomass and litter diversity (paper I). These results were further supported by the calculation of levels of dissimilarity for each two-species combination using four different functional distance measurements that cover a range
of possible functional diversity measures (Walker et al. 1999; Petchey & Gaston 2002; Podani & Schmera 2006; Schleuter et al. 2010).

In contrast with litter diversity, the functional diversity of consumers was identified as an important driver of functioning, though this varied with environmental context (papers III, IV, and V). Notably, I found that, under some circumstances, consumer diversity can be as significant for functioning as other biotic and abiotic variables (Fig. 2), with the distribution of traits within a community (Laliberté & Legendre 2010) being of particular importance. In two experiments (paper III and IV), positive diversity effects occurred when dissimilar traits were evenly distributed, as indicated by their higher functional dispersion (Laliberté & Legendre 2010). Positive trait evenness effect is indicative of complementarity effects in which either (i) two or more species complement each other’s activities in niche-space, therefore enhancing overall ecosystem functioning (Cardinale 2011), or (ii) the activities of one species facilitates another species resource consumption (Jonsson & Malmqvist 2003).

In papers IV and V, I extended the perspective on functional diversity by including another index related to functional traits: community-weighted mean trait values (Grime 1998; Ricotta & Moretti 2011). This measurement, although not a diversity measurement per se, characterises mean trait identities at a community level (Ricotta & Moretti 2011). In other words, it captures the set of traits that most characterises an assemblage at a given point in space and time by considering their relative abundance.

By relating both CWM and FD to a process, insights can be gained into whether functioning is strongly driven by particular traits, or whether the interplay between multiple traits is important (Fig. 1). In paper IV I found evidence that variation in both trait diversity and the presence of particular traits along a land-use gradient affected leaf decomposition rates, while in paper V only trait identity was important in explaining variation in decomposition along a habitat complexity gradient.

Although detritiore functional diversity could have both negative and positive effects on litter decomposition, and the relationship may be highly variable, it can be as important as other prominent biotic drivers in affecting ecosystem functioning. In
paper III, where functional dispersion was positively related to functioning, detritivore functional diversity effects were as strong as density effects. In paper IV, only detritivore functional diversity was related to litter decomposition in autumn, whereas biomass and density affected decomposition in spring.

Does the relationship between detritivore functional diversity and leaf litter decomposition differ across seasons and habitats?

Seasonality played a large role in controlling the relationship between functional diversity and ecosystem functioning (papers III and IV). This result reflects the roles of fluctuations in abiotic environmental conditions and resource densities, as well as shifting insect phenologies. Specifically, our detritivore assemblages were dominated by insects, which develop as larvae in autumn when litter resources are extensive, and emerge as winged-adults in spring and summer when resource densities are lower (Harper 1973; Otto 1974).

In paper III I found that positive diversity effects occurred only during spring, and only in the habitat (pools) characterised by significant abundances of caddisflies (Fig. 3). Litter resources are scarce overall during spring, but are important for insect detritivores completing their growth and development prior to spring-summer emergence. Interestingly, positive diversity effects were observed despite the potential for intensified competition for the scarcer resource in spring. This suggests that diversity effects may actually be favoured when resource densities are lower, perhaps due to an increased concentration of potentially dissimilar traits within the restricted resource patches, and greater potential for facilitative interactions associated with higher species encounter rates.

In paper IV, opposite results regarding seasonality were found, as diversity effects were observed in autumn, but not in spring. Contrary to paper III, where only undisturbed “reference” sites were studied, the streams studied in paper IV represented a gradient of increasing agricultural disturbance. In autumn, functional dispersion of the detritivores decreased along this gradient, and this was negatively associated with litter decomposition rates. Detritivore assemblages in the
agriculturally disturbed sites were dominated by caddisflies, which are notable for strong antagonistic interactions (McNeely, Finlay & Power 2007; Katano et al. 2007; Klemmer et al. 2012), which might lower overall resource consumption (McKie et al. 2008; Klemmer et al. 2012). In spring, greater functional evenness was more associated with the most disturbed areas, but functional dispersion had no relationship to ecosystem functioning.

The contrasting results across the two seasons in papers III and IV indicate that diversity effects may occur in natural communities, but they may be transient and challenging to predict a priori (Turnbull et al. 2012). Transient diversity effects may also explain the high variability in response effects observed in the literature, where null diversity effects on functioning are common (Balvanera et al. 2006; Cardinale et al. 2006). The multiple biotic and abiotic factors that contextualize natural communities must be taken into account to allow for a more mechanistic understanding of when and where diversity effects should be expected to occur.

In paper III I also aimed at assessing the relationship between diversity and functioning in two distinct habitats: riffles and pools. Detritivore diversity effects on litter decomposition were observed in pools, whereas evidence for similar relationships in riffles was weak (Fig. 3). Detritivores potentially contribute more in terms of abundance and biomass in pools than in riffles (Cheshire, Boyero & Pearson 2005; Oliveira & Nessimian 2010), and pools accumulate leaf litter both in autumn and in spring, hosting a functionally diverse community often dominated by large-sized caddisflies, whereas riffles tend to be dominated by smaller-sized, more functionally uniform, stoneflies (Kobayashi & Kagaya 2009). By studying both riffles and pools, I was able to contrast the different dynamics associated with the two habitats. Surprisingly pool habitats are represented by a tiny fraction of all litter decomposition and diversity studies conducted so far, which are heavily biased towards riffles (Graça 2001).
Which detritivore traits are more relevant for leaf litter decomposition rates?

In papers IV and V I attempted to identify which functional traits were related to functioning, based on CWM values. My focus in paper IV was to relate variation in environmental conditions due to agricultural activities to variation in feeding traits of the detritivores. I expected scraper-detritivores, which mostly comprise stoneflies that can scrape periphyton from leaves and rocks in addition to shredding leaves, to be the dominant feeding trait in streams influenced by agricultural activities. Pristine streams were expected to have higher presence of biter-detritivores (mostly comprising...
caddisflies), which may be more dependent on leaf litter, although many have potential for predation at later stages of development (Wissinger et al. 2004).

However, in contrast to these expectations, scraper-detritivores were found in higher abundances at the more pristine sites, whereas biter-detritivores were most prominent in agricultural streams. Also contrary to expectations, there was no increase in algal consumption along the gradient, as attested by the similar 13C isotope signal of detritivores sampled from all sites. The effects of these two trait groups on functioning differed, with scraper-detritivores associated with higher and biting-detritivores with lower decomposition rates. As stated above, caddisflies are known for their aggressive behaviour (Katano et al. 2007; Klemmer et al. 2012), and these antagonistic interactions can reduce leaf decomposition rates (McKie et al. 2008; Klemmer et al. 2012).

In paper V I assessed how stream restoration, which aims at increasing habitat complexity, affected trait identity and ecosystem functioning. Restored streams normally have enhanced flow variability due to the addition of boulders and other structures to the stream channel (Gippel 1995). In this study I saw variation in the functional composition of the detritivore assemblage along the habitat complexity gradient. In particular, traits associated with preferences for high water flows and coarse sediments, and with biting as the favoured feeding mode, were related to the most complex habitats. This result is especially meaningful given the almost complete lack of evidence for positive effects of stream restoration on invertebrate community structure (Palmer et al. 2010; Louhi et al. 2011), though these previous assessments have focussed on taxonomic rather than functional characteristics.

In addition to alterations in trait identity, the most complex habitats also had the highest rates of leaf litter decomposition in coarse-mesh bags. The same result was not observed for fine-mesh bags, which indicates that alterations in the composition of detritivores explain the differences in ecosystem functioning. Again, this result contrasts to most evaluations of stream restoration to date, where leaf decomposition has shown no relationship to enhanced habitat complexity in restored streams (Lepori et al. 2005a; Flores et al. 2011), and may be a consequence of the greater range of
physical restoration conducted in this study (Gardeström et al. 2013), compared to other evaluations of restoration effects in the same region (Lepori et al. 2005b).

How do anthropogenic disturbances affect stream ecosystem functioning?

Anthropogenic disturbances may alter ecosystem functioning directly, or may affect the relationships between diversity and functioning, by altering nutrient inputs and instream hydrogeomorphology, which both can influence instream resources, assemblage diversity and composition, and species interactions. In paper IV, the identity (CWM) and diversity (FD) of functional traits varied along an agricultural landuse gradient in autumn, with consequences for leaf litter decomposition (see above). However, there was an absence of land-use effects on functional diversity in spring. This may be explained by the long winter during which disturbances in the stream are governed by ice dynamics (Engström et al. 2011), but not so much by land use characteristics. In spring, disturbances related to flood events (Lepori & Malmqvist 2009) may even surpass the effects of land use activities during the previous summer and autumn. Our results give further support to the notion that seasonality greatly affects the relationship between species diversity and ecosystem functioning (see above), even within a gradient of human-induced disturbances.

In paper IV I also investigated how land use could affect another important ecosystem function in streams: algal growth. Although agricultural streams, which are characterized by higher water nutrient concentrations and lower riparian cover, are expected to positively affect algal growth (Klose et al. 2012) our streams had negligible algal biomass in both seasons. The low water temperature and reduced sunlight in the autumn, and the extended stream ice-cover (Engström et al. 2011) followed by the physical abrasion caused by spring floods (Lepori & Malmqvist 2009) limit the possibility for algal-grazing detritivores to exploit disturbed areas where there is decreased vegetation cover and higher water nutrient concentrations. The lack of variation in isotopic signal of the stream detritivores along the land-use gradient gives further support to this idea.
In paper V, a gradient of habitat complexity, influenced by human alterations of the physical conditions of the streams (channelization) affected the identity of the traits present, which in turn was related to variation in litter decomposition rates (see above). Habitat complexity also affected other measures of ecosystem functioning in these streams. Algal growth, which was measured in the summer instead of autumn and spring (as in paper IV), was not related to enhanced habitat complexity at the local scale I sampled, though the overall increase in surface area of favourable habitat for algal productivity following restoration is likely to have enhanced algal productivity at the reach scale. Another measure of ecosystem functioning, fine particle deposition, was positively affected by enhanced habitat complexity. This result is in accordance to other observations of increased particle retention due to stream restoration (Muotka & Laasonen 2002; Negishi & Richardson 2003; Lepori et al. 2005a). Fine particle transport, however, was not related to increased habitat complexity. The transport of particles may depend on other factors happening upstream the restored reach and calls attention to the mostly small-scale restoration projects conducted worldwide, where restoration of one reach is expected to improve ecological integrity of larger areas of the catchment (Bernhardt & Palmer 2011).

*Can the nutrient imbalance between leaf litter and detritivores affect consumer growth and resource consumption?*

Although leaf litter diversity *per se* had no effect on decomposition rates due to chemical complementarity (paper I), mixtures of particular litter species may nonetheless affect detritivore consumption through the chemical mismatch between consumers and resource (Sterner & Elser 2002). In paper II I found that invertebrates preferred litter with nutrient ratios that were more balanced with respect to each invertebrate species’ nutrient requirements. This was especially evident when mixtures of contrasting litter qualities were offered. In this situation, invertebrate detritivores increased their consumption rates of the leaf litter containing more N relative to C.

Detritivore growth rates were not affected by litter mixtures in this experiment, but were highly constrained by stoichiometric imbalances, mostly driven by N limitation.
These results demonstrate the importance of detritivore functional characterisation to disentangle the effects that species diversity may have on ecosystems. It further highlights the importance of ecosystem stoichiometry to the processing of resource and growth of consumers in detrital food webs (Martinson et al. 2008; Hladyz et al. 2009).
Conclusions

In this thesis, I disentangled the importance of a range of biotic drivers (diversity, consumer biomass and density, and stoichiometry) from other sources of variability in functioning, with a focus on identifying the conditions in which diversity affected functioning in natural ecosystems. I found that species effects on ecosystem functioning, as summarized in Figure 4, first depend fundamentally on their functional traits. The functional composition and diversity of detritivore assemblages, in terms of functional dispersion and functional identity, can have strong effects on leaf litter decomposition, through functional complementarity and trait identity effects. The occurrence and expression of these traits vary according to the abiotic conditions, which reflect the natural variation in habitat or resource availability, or as a consequence of human disturbances. Functioning in both natural and human-altered environments can depend strongly on seasonal variations, including seasonal changes in species traits associated with phenological shifts in size, feeding or habitat preference, and behaviour. Ecosystem functioning is further affected by variation in consumer density and biomass. A key finding of my work is that the role of species functional diversity on ecosystem functioning, although highly variable under different environmental regimes, may be as important in affecting ecosystem functioning as other abiotic or biotic drivers.

My findings have major implications for understanding the role of biodiversity in the functioning of real-world ecosystems, and for evaluations of ecological integrity in stream ecosystems based on functional parameters. Since the occurrence of diversity effects may be patchy in space and time, both researchers and managers should be aware of the conditions in which a system is assessed and analysed. Although seemingly straightforward, this conclusion highlights a major obstacle for interpreting current diversity-functioning relationships, where relationships between species and ecosystem functioning have been studied in highly controlled experiments. In these experiments the biota is constrained spatially, and environmental variation in space and time is limited. The variability I have documented in the main drivers of functioning also pose problems to managers, who need to characterise human disturbances on ecosystems but fail in finding significant relationships between...
disturbance and functioning. Insight into such interactions can be gained by characterising species according to their functional traits, an approach that has proven meaningful in explaining variation in ecosystem functioning in my research. Small variations in trait identity and diversity in local communities can evidently have wider consequences for the functioning of ecosystems. Future research should place functional diversity within a wider food web context, and consider consequences for the cycling of carbon and nutrients in freshwaters. The role of species diversity on the functioning of ecosystems is more than a potential insurance effect for when ecosystems loose certain species (Yachi & Loreau 1999). The services and functions provided by nature are indeed altered by variation in species functional diversity.

**Figure 4.** Summary of results of diversity effects on ecosystem functioning seen in this thesis. Functional diversity has direct effects on ecosystem functioning, while both functional diversity and ecosystem functioning may be affected by environmental factors, including seasonality. These environmental factors also affect other biotic components, such as density and biomass, which themselves play a role in affecting ecosystem functioning too.
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